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14  Information 4.0: technologies and issues 
 Neil Perlin

Describing Information 4.0 
technologies and their issues 
through contextualisation, content 
and output.

18  Seven tips towards effective researching  
 Savitha Nayak

Offering some suggestions on effective 
researching. She believes the value of 
learning only enhances when passed on.

25  What does the future hold? 
 Ellis Pratt

Do we need to widen our skill set? 
Predicting the future for technical 
communication.

28  Service 4.0 and restful sleep 
 Michael Bos

Can good documentation change 
your work life? How the latest 
technology can help.

30  Creating user forms: part 3 
 Mike Mee

Coding an interface for your  
VBA code. 

34  Options for mobile publishing 
 Phil Lane

Mobile friendly website, Hybrid app, 
Progressive web app or a Native 
app? Which option is best for your 
organisation? This article assists with 
your decision-making.
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21  Technical author or communicator?  
 Nissa Dann

In the age of instant gratification, we  
need to recognise the way the internet  
is changing how we communicate with  
the reader.

cover  
A library in your hand
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22  How I fought the elements and lost 
 Nick Robson

Written in 1988, this article shares details 
of the author’s working environment in 
the 1970s and 1980s.

12  Open Standards   
 Tom Dumic

Looking at the benefits of working  
in an open environment.
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 46 Book review – The Product is Docs. 
  Technical Writing Process. By Kieran Morgan.  
  Reviewed by Marjorie Jones

Stronger together
Deliver a consistent experience at every stage of the customer journey by bringing your 

marketing and technical content onto the same platform. Now possible with
XML Documentation for Adobe Experience Manager, an enterprise-class CCMS

that manages documentation from creation to delivery.

To know more, visit bit.ly/DITA-CCMS

For a personalized demo or questions, please write to us at techcomm@adobe.com
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